Percolation transitions are analyzed for correlated distributions of occupied sites created by irreversible cooperative filling on a square lattice. Filling can be either autocatalytic, corresponding to island formation, or autoinhibitory. Here percolation problems for occupied and unoccupied clusters are generally distinct. Our discussion focuses on the influence of island formation (associated with correlation lengths of many lattice vectors), and of island perimeter roughness, on percolation. We also discuss the transition to continuum percolation problems as the ratio of island growth to nucleation rates, and thus the average island size, diverges. Some direct analysis of occupied cluster structure is provided, the connection with correlated animals is made, and correlated spreading and walking algorithms are suggested for direct generation of clusters and their perimeters. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The random-site-percolation problem' provides a sim- ) If one thinks of these processes as involving the essentially random linkage of "individual" islands to form ramified clusters of these, then one expects to find random percolation behavior on a large length scale (fp replaces a as the "unit" of length). We are also interested in relating such lattice island-growth models, as gp~a o, to continuum grain growth type models, and relating the associated lattice and continuum percolation problems, .
A mathematical formulation of the behavior of such systems near the percolation transition, exploiting random percolation concepts, is given below. Here we assume that individual islands (before coalescence) are compact consisting of so =0 (gp) occupied sites. Let n, (R, ) denote the average number (radius of gyration) of clusters of s occupied sites. Let s,"= g, s n, / g, sn, (s~, ) denote the average (dominant) number of occupied sites per cluster. Let p denote the fraction of occupied sites, and p, its value at the occupied site percolation threshold. Then one expects that for p near p, ( (ii} Heterogeneous nucleation of islands (about seeds) provides a natural modification to the above homogeneous or continuous nucleation models. As the seed density e is lowered, the average size of islands (for any p) increases, so a~0 produces a continuum limit (analogous to a~ac in the homogeneous nucleation models). Consider the Eden rate choice (ko=0, k, equal for i &1)
where roughly circular Eden clusters grow about randomly distributed seeds. Figure 11 shows corresponding occupied site distributions for c. =0.0026. As c. is lowered below the random percolation critical occupancy of 0.593, we expect that p, will first drop below 0.593, and then increase dramatically to its a~0 continuum limit.
In this limit, p, =p, ' should be close to 0.68, the value of the critical area fraction for the continuum percolation problem where perfect circles expand, at constant rate, about randomly distributed seeds (see Fig. 12} Then the ratio 6/I should be invariant, which implies that go-a ", with co= 1/ (3 -b, ) . This recovers stated results for multiplicative (b =1) and Eden (b =0) rate choices.
We now suggest why "effective" co slightly greater than -, ' were observed in the a & O(10 ) m, " (2) 
